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COMPETENCE UNIT 27: Additive Manufacturing
with Steels feedstock (excluding Stainless Steel)
Cracking phenomena in parts processed by AM
• Common Defects
•
•
•
•

Porosity
Balling
Delamination
Cracking
•
•
•
•

Cold Cracking
Hot Cracking
Solid-State Cracking
Weldability

• How to avoid them after the process?
• Hot Isostatic Pressing
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Defects in Additive Manufacturing with Nickel
Feedstock
• Defects in AM are very similar to defects generated during welding and casting

M2 HSS parts produced by SLM, without preheating the baseplate

Effect of process parameters on defect generation in SLM of maraging steels

Kempen, K., Yasa, E., Thijs, L., Humbeeck, J. V., and Kruth, J.-P., 2011, “Microstructure and Mechanical
Properties of Selective Laser Melted 18Ni-300 Steel,” Phys. Procedia, 12(1), pp. 255–263

Mugwagwa, Lameck & Yadroitsev, Igor & Matope, Stephen. (2019). Effect of Process Parameters on Residual
Stresses, Distortions, and Porosity in Selective Laser Melting of Maraging Steel 300. 10.3390/met9101042.

Photographs of characteristic defects in L-PBF (laser powder bed fusion): (a) and
(b) delamination and cracks (c) voids; (d) surface defects.
Mohr, G.; Altenburg, S.J.; Ulbricht, A.; Heinrich, P.; Baum, D.; Maierhofer, C.; Hilgenberg, K. In-Situ Defect Detection
in Laser Powder Bed Fusion by Using Thermography and Optical Tomography—Comparison to Computed
Tomography. Metals 2020, 10, 103. https://doi.org/10.3390/met10010103
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Defects in Additive Manufacturing with Nickel
Feedstock
• Defects - detrimental effect on the mechanical properties and affects processability
• Type of defect, size, shape, location, distribution and nature of defect.
• Porosity inevitable in the as-manufactured SLM microstructures

Porosity

Cracking

Others

• Gas Effect
• Shrinkage
• Lack of Fusion
• Keyholing

• Cold Cracking
• Hot Cracking
• Solid-State
Cracking

• Balling
• Delamination
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Porosity
• Porosity is very related to the material properties, shrinkage and applied energy density in terms of lack
of fusion and keyholing.
• Powder handling in PBF may significantly contribute to porosity as well.

Types of porosities obtained on 316 L steel: (a) lack of fusion, (b) blowhole, (c) key-hole cavity
Thibaut de Terris, Olivier Andreau, Patrice Peyre, Frédéric Adamski, Imade Koutiri, et al. Optimization and comparison of porosity rate measurement methods of Selective
Laser Melted metallic parts. Additive Manufacturing, Elsevier, 2019, 28, pp.802-813. ff10.1016/j.addma.2019.05.035ff. Ffhal02292119f
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Porosity – Gas Effect
• One of the important sources of gas porosity in the powder AM processes is the porosity coming from
the raw material. These spherical, gas pores can translate directly to the as-fabricated parts.
• Thus, it is very critical to limit the porosity levels to certain amounts.

SEM micrographs in backscattered imaging of inert gas atomized MAR-M-247 powder in the size range of 45–106 mm
Iver E. Anderson, Emma M.H. White, Ryan Dehoff, Feedstock powder processing research needs for additive manufacturing development, Current Opinion in Solid State
and Materials Science, Volume 22, Issue 1, 2018, Pages 8-15, ISSN 1359-0286, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cossms.2018.01.002.
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Porosity – Gas Effect
• Others defects that are present
in the powder may directly
transfer to the as-built parts.

https://www.additivemanufacturing.media/articles/optimizing-metal-powders-for-additivemanufacturing-exploring-the-impact-of-particle-morphology-and-powder-flowability

Cross sections of H13 steel powder particles
Kurzynowski, T.; Stopyra, W.; Gruber, K.; Ziółkowski, G.; Kuźnicka, B.; Chlebus, E. Effect of Scanning and
Support Strategies on Relative Density of SLM-ed H13 Steel in Relation to Specimen Size. Materials 2019, 12,
239. https://doi.org/10.3390/ma12020239
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Porosity – Gas Effect
• Gas porosity: in a spherical form.
• Formed during the melt process
either by trapping of the protective
gas or by the gases generated by
melting.
• Sufficiently rapid cooling traps the
metallic vapour inside the material
leading to spherical gas porosities.
• Generally small in size: less than
100 μm.

Laser Re-melting specimen optical image with different combination of scan speed
Jung, Imdoo & Choe, Jungho & Yun, Jaecheol & Yang, Sangsun & Yang, Dong-Yeol & Kim, Yong-Jin & Yu,
Ji-Hun. (2019). DUAL SPEED LASER RE-MELTING FOR HIGH DENSIFICATION IN H13 TOOL STEEL METAL
3D PRINTING. Archives of Metallurgy and Materials. 64. 571-578. 10.24425/amm.2019.127580.
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Porosity – Shrinkage Effect
• In metal casting, shrinkage porosity is a widespread problem and it is formed during solidification.
• In casting, different types of shrinkage porosities/cavities/defects are observed.
• In AM of steels, there are not many studies addressing this problem in the open literature.

Various types of shrinkage porosity in castings: (a) a sink on the top surface of a cast aluminum block, (b) internal macro-shrinkage hole in a steel
casting, and (c) distributed internal micro-shrinkage porosity.
Esser, P & Schankies, C & Khalajzadeh, V & Beckermann, C. (2020). Advanced modeling of shrinkage porosity in castings. IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and
Engineering. 861. 012022. 10.1088/1757-899X/861/1/012022.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Porosity – Shrinkage Effect
• Shrinkage porosity: incomplete flow of metal into the desired melt region.
• Shrinkage porosity is also known as solidification porosity.
• The gas pores appear circular in two dimensions, shrinkage pores are aligned with the build
direction, and lack-of-fusion defects are perpendicular to the build direction.
• Shrinkage porosity has detrimental effect on the crack propagation part of fatigue life. HIP is
recommended.

Different Types of Porosity Errors in EBM of IN718
Goel, S., Ahlfors, M., Bahbou F., Josh, S., (2019). Effect of Different Post-treatments on the
Microstructure of EBM-Built Alloy 718 JMEPEG (2019) 28:673–680

SEM Image of fatigue surfaces showing shrinkage porosities in the
crack propagation area - EBM of IN718
Balachandramurthi, A.R., Moverare, J., Mahade, S., Pederson, R. (2019). Additive Manufacturing of
Alloy 718 via Electron Beam Melting: Effect of Post-Treatment on the Microstructure and the
Mechanical Properties, Materials, s 2019, 12, 68; doi:10.3390/ma12010068
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Lack of Fusion
• Lack of fusion – due to a low linear heat input and high powder
feed rate

• Spherical porosities are randomly distributed, while incomplete
fusion holes are generally distributed between the tracks and
layers due to insufficient overlapping.
• Several process parameters, such as laser power, scan speed, hatch
spacing, layer thickness, and scan strategy, have important effects
on the defect formation.
• Global Energy Density, defined as the ratio of the applied laser
power to the multiplication of scan speed layer thickness and
hatch distance, is an integrated parameter for controlling defect
formation whereas the scan strategy has a significant influence on
the location distribution of defects, most of the defects distribute
at both ends of scan tracks and in between two adjacent tracks.

Global energy density:
Typical trend of part porosity with changes
in scan speed and energy density (at
constant power)
M.Tang, P. C. Pistorius, J.L. Beuth, Prediction of lack-of-fusion
porosity for powder bed fusion, Additive Manufacturing,
Volume 14, 2017, pp. 39-48, ISSN 2214-8604.

Zhang, B., Li, Y. & Bai, Q. Defect Formation Mechanisms in Selective Laser Melting: A Review. Chin. J. Mech. Eng. 30, 515–527 (2017). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10033-017-0121-5
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Lack-of Fusion
• Lack of fusion – insufficient melting resulting
from insufficient energy for a given volume of
powder
• Irregular pores with unfused particles, aligned
with the layer direction
• Identifiable by un-melted powder particles
visible in or near the pore and its relatively large
non-circular shape with some sharp edges
• The energy input / lack of powder due to
insufficient dosing factor can be controlled by
optimization of processing parameters / settings
Substantial lack of fusion in SLM part
Tyczyński, P.; Siemiątkowski, Z.; Bąk, P.; Warzocha, K.; Rucki, M.; Szumiata, T. Performance of
Maraging Steel Sleeves Produced by SLM with Subsequent Age Hardening. Materials 2020, 13,
3408. https://doi.org/10.3390/ma13153408
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Lack of fusion
• By the increase of VED, the density
converges to a maximum.
• Preheating plays a major role on the
obtained density for some steels such
as tool steels, as shown in the figure.
• For the same VED value, preheating
at 200 ℃ leads to a higher density.
This effect even becomes more
evident for higher VEDs.
Effect of energy density on the relative density of the parts with and without
preheating
M. Narvan, K.S. Al-Rubaie, M. Elbestawi, Process-structure-property relationships of AISI H13
tool steel processed with selective laser melting, Materials, 12 (2019), p. 2284.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Lack of Fusion
• Lack of fusion errors may
become a significant and
periodic defect throughout the
whole part as shown.
• Columnar funnel like defects
related to the improper scan
strategy and support design

Columnar pores
Kurzynowski, T.; Stopyra, W.; Gruber, K.; Ziółkowski, G.; Kuźnicka, B.; Chlebus, E. Effect of Scanning and
Support Strategies on Relative Density of SLM-ed H13 Steel in Relation to Specimen Size. Materials 2019, 12,
239. https://doi.org/10.3390/ma12020239

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Lack of Fusion
• It is very common to observe unmelted powder particles in the pores due to lack of fusion.
• These unmelted powder particles in the lack of fusion pores act as the crack initiation sites during
fatigue of specimens.

Lack of fusion at low VED
Petri Laakso, Tuomas Riipinen, Anssi Laukkanen, Tom Andersson, Antero Jokinen, Alejandro Revuelta, Kimmo
Ruusuvuori, Optimization and Simulation of SLM Process for High Density H13 Tool Steel Parts, Physics Procedia,
Volume 83, 2016, Pages 26-35, ISSN 1875-3892.

Karina Geenen, Arne Röttger, Florian Feld, Werner Theisen,
Microstructure, mechanical, and tribological properties of M3:2 highspeed steel processed by selective laser melting, hot-isostatic pressing,
and casting, Additive Manufacturing, Volume 28, 2019, Pages 585-599,
ISSN 2214-8604.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Lack of Fusion
• Lack of fusion pores have clear preference with regard to orientation
relative to the build direction.

Etched sections of as-built material produced with no rotation of the scanning direction between layers. (a) Front view with the scanning direction (SD)
into the page. (b) Side view with the scanning direction in the page.
Tobias Ronneberg, Catrin M. Davies, Paul A. Hooper, Revealing relationships between porosity, microstructure and mechanical properties of laser powder bed fusion 316L stainless steel
through heat treatment, Materials & Design, Volume 189, 2020, 108481, ISSN 0264-1275.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Lack of Fusion
• Lack of
fusion
defects
increase
with the
decrease
of the
energy
input.
Effect of volumetric laser energy (Ev) on the relative
density of SLM-produced MS
C. Tan, K. Zhou, M. Kuang, W. Ma, T. Kuang, Microstructural characterization and
properties of selective laser melted maraging steel with different build directions,
Sci. Technol. Adv. Mater. 19 (2018) 746–758.

Optical micrographs of the samples (vertical cross-sections in aspolished condition) produced using
(a) 195 W, 120 µm, 765 mm/s (b) 195 W, 100 µm, 920 mm/s
(c) 175 W, 100 µm, 750 mm/s (d) 195 W, 100 µm, 833 mm/s
(e) 195 W, 120 µm, 700 mm/s (f) 195 W, 120 µm, 625 mm/s
J.J.S. Dilip, G.D. Janaki Ram, Thomas L. Starr, Brent Stucker, Selective laser
melting of HY100 steel: Process parameters, microstructure and mechanical
properties, Additive Manufacturing, Volume 13, 2017, Pages 49-60, ISSN 22148604, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.addma.2016.11.003.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Lack of Fusion
• We should note that to
achieve high density,
smoother layer surfaces
shall be preferred. Thus,
better surface quality
leads to a higher density.
• Therefore, the surface
quality shall be taken
into account when
optimizing process
parameters for density.

Surface roughness measurements: (a) h = 80 µm and (b) h = 120 µm
Narvan M, Al-Rubaie KS, Elbestawi M. Process-Structure-Property Relationships of AISI H13 Tool Steel
Processed with Selective Laser Melting. Materials (Basel). 2019;12(14):2284. Published 2019 Jul 16.
doi:10.3390/ma12142284

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Keyhole Porosity
• When the applied energy density is
too high, spatter ejection may occur
in a process known as keyhole
formation.
• A trail of voids over the operating
region can be seen.

• Metal vapour rising out of the
keyhole and becoming trapped
during keyhole collapse.
• Keyholing is clearly identified by its
unique keyhole geometry.

Comparison of 4 different types of
melt pool geometries observed for
H13 steel melt pool
Yining He, Ming Zhong, Jack Beuth, Bryan Webler, A
study of microstructure and cracking behavior of H13
tool steel produced by laser powder bed fusion using
single-tracks, multi-track pads, and 3D cubes, Journal
of Materials Processing Technology, Volume 286,
2020, 116802, ISSN 0924-0136,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmatprotec.2020.116802.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Keyhole Porosity
• In conduction mode: semicircular, the melt pool depth is about equal to its width
• Keyhole melting: the melt pools where the depth is greater than the half width

Conduction Mode

Keyhole Mode
Metallographic cross section of a single-track experiments

W.E. King, H.D. Barth, V.M. Castillo, G.F. Gallegos, J.W. Gibbs, D.E. Hahn, C. Kamath, A.M. Rubenchik, Observation of keyhole-mode laser melting in laser powder-bed fusion additive
manufacturing, Journal of Materials Processing Technology, Volume 214, Issue 12, 2014, pp. 2915-2925, ISSN 0924-0136.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Keyhole Porosity
• Slowing down leads to
overhating and lack of fusion
points at borders.
• A certain amount of
acceleration time to reach
the required scanning speed
• “Skywriting"

Example of overheating in SLM
Clijsters, S., Development of a Smart Selective Laser Melting Process By introducing advanced job preparation and
process monitoring, Dissertation presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Engineering Science (Phd), K.U.Leuven).

Micrographs of samples produced with checkerboard scanning
a) without skywriting b) with skywriting
Mancisidor, Ane & Garciandia, F. & San Sebastian, Maria & Alvarez, P. & Diaz, Javier &
Unanue, I.. (2016). Reduction of the Residual Porosity in Parts Manufactured by Selective
Laser Melting Using Skywriting and High Focus Offset Strategies. Physics Procedia. 83. 864873. 10.1016/j.phpro.2016.08.090.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Keyhole Porosity
• Numerical studies conducted to address keyhole
porosity.
• Very complex phenomena such as free surface flow,
phase change/evaporation, melting/solidification, etc.
• Keyhole pores mostly formed due to occurrence of
local cold zones with higher surface tension and
insignificant recoil pressure
• The pores might float and escape the free surface of
the liquid metal, coalesce with other pores and
enlarge or even merge with the wake of the keyhole
and disappear.
Evolution of melt pool and formation of porosities
M. Bayat, A. Thanki, S.Mohanty, A. Witvrouw, S. Yang, J. Thorborg, N.S. Tiedje, J. H. Hattel, Keyhole-induced
porosities in Laser-based Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) of Ti6Al4V: High-fidelity modelling and experimental
validation, Additive Manufacturing, Volume 30, 2019, 100835, ISSN 2214-8604.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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How to avoid defects in general?
• Defect suppression is a challenging issue in
the AM processes.
• There are two main strategies to avoid or
minimize defect formation applied in AM
processes, namely online detection and
numerical simulation, in addition to
machining.
• Online monitoring or defect detection is
carried out to gather information on defect
type, its morphology, location / distribution
and dimension through detection sensors,
data processing, image analysis and feedback
control (if possible).
• The main route before all is adjusting process
parameters leading to the highest density.

Schematic illustration of defect detection and control in an SLM
process
Zhang, B., Li, Y. & Bai, Q. Defect Formation Mechanisms in Selective Laser Melting: A
Review. Chin. J. Mech. Eng. 30, 515–527 (2017). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10033-017-0121-5

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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How to avoid porosity?
• Porosity, either inherited from the raw powders or due to the lack of
fusion and shrinkage during solidification, occurs inevitably in the asmanufactured microstructures.
• However, if the sources of such defects are well understood, some
measures may be taken to minimize porosity in the manufactured
parts.
• Porosity may be related to the used powder, equipment and process.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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How to avoid porosity?
• Powder-related defect formation

• The morphology and size of the metal powders have a major role on
powder bed homogenity and powder flowability.
• Using spherical powders with a controlled particle size distribution in
relation to the utilized layer thickness is generally recommended.
• Internal pores due to inert gas trapping coming from the powder
production: the gas contained in the powders increases the probability
of defect formation in the produced parts.
• Powder handling: Feedstock powder oxidization occurring as a result of
wrong powder handling procedures, excessive reuse or prolonged
storage in an unsuitable environment.
• A loosely packed powder bed to a fully dense part also contributes to
porosity formation.
• Flowability and contamination levels also play a role.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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How to avoid porosity?
• Equipment-related defect formation
• Optical system alignment, quality and cleanness of the used
galvano-mirrors, control of the beam deflection mechanisms and
calibration of the beam energy profile
• The gas flow management crucial to avoid porosity defects to
remove recondensed matter.
• Despite using a protective gas flow, it is not possible to completely
avoid oxidation. Keeping the remaining oxygen levels as low as
possible minimizes the risk.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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How to avoid porosity?
• Process‐related defect formation
• Several process parameters/factors are
involved in AM processes. Some of the factors
are process parameters that can be
predetermined such as scan speed, laser
power, etc. Yet, some others cannot be preset
since they are generated from the SLM
process such as peak temperature, melt pool
geometry, etc.
• Generally, a combined parameter, namely
energy density E is widely used to
characterize energy input. This E is a measure
of the average applied energy per unit volume
of the deposited material.

Process factors involved in an SLM process
ABOULKHAIR N T, EVERITT N M, ASHCROFT I, et al. Reducing porosity in AlSi10 Mg parts processed
by selective laser melting. Additive Manufacturing, 2014, 1-4: 77-86.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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How to avoid porosity?
• Scan strategy is also a very
important parameter to
control porosity.
• As observed in WAAM of maraging
steels, weaving deposition strategy
resulted in lower surface waviness
and pores with reduced contact
angle.

Small hole issue occurred during
deposition with oscillation
strategy

Cross-sectional images of the WAAM maraging
steel bulk material produced using different
strategies after etching. (a) Parallel (AA section)
and (b) weaving (BB section)
Xu, X., Ding, J., Ganguly, S. et al. Preliminary Investigation of Building Strategies of Maraging Steel Bulk Material Using
Wire + Arc Additive Manufacture. J. of Materi Eng and Perform 28, 594–600 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1007/s11665018-3521-5
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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How to avoid porosity?
• Process‐related defect formation
• Process parameter optimization - energy input and power intensity
• An excessive hatch spacing leading to the lack of overlapping between
adjacent scan tracks
• According to the penetration depth and melt pool geometry, the layer
thickness shall be decided. If the layers are too thin, overheating may occur.
Conversely, when the layers are too thick, interlayer bonding is not effective
and lack of fusion occurs.
• Large elliptical pores are often observed at the start/end of the scan tracks due
to instant changes in scan trajectory.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Delamination
• Delamination can be defined as the separation of
consequent layers due to the incomplete fusion of
consequent layers or seperation from the base plate.
• This defect is due to incomplete melting of powder for
some reasons or insufficient re-melting of the underlying
solid.
• The humidity in the powder, or a bad connection of the
very first layers to the base plate as well as high thermal
stresses may lead to delamination problem.
• As observed in the figures, the effects of delamination
are macroscopic and generally it cannot be repaired by
post-processing due to changes in dimensions and
severe macro cracking.
• Avoiding delamination has been demonstrated in SLM
mainly by using elevated temperature pre-heating of the
base plate.

Kempen K, Thijs L, Vrancken B, Buls S, Van Humbeeck J, Kruth J. Producing crackfree, high density M2 Hss parts by selective laser melting: pre-heating the
baseplate. In: Proceedings of the 24th international solid freeform fabrication
symposium. Austin (TX): Laboratory for freeform fabrication; 2013. p. 131–9.

Hehr, Adam & Norfolk, & Kominsky, & Boulanger, Andrew & Davis, & Boulware,.
(2020). Smart Build-Plate for Metal Additive Manufacturing Processes. Sensors. 20.
360. 10.3390/s20020360.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Balling
• Balling is a defect affecting the manufacturability of a
material as a result of a poorly developed process.

• This occurs when the melt pool loses its continuity
owing to the Plateau–Rayleigh instability and
segregates into individual balls.
• Balling is mainly attributed to the high viscosity of the
liquid. This results in significant suppression of liquid
flow as well as insufficient wetting of the powder
surface by the melt liquid.
• Powder particles agglomerate due to surface tension,
and consequently the balling phenomenon occurs.

Balling Effect
W. J. Sames, F. A. List, S. Pannala, R. R. Dehoff & S. S. Babu (2016): The metallurgy and
processing science of metal additive manufacturing, International
Materials Reviews http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09506608.2015.1116649

Gorsse S, Hutchinson C, Goune´ M, Banerjee R (2017) Additive manufacturing of metals: a brief review of the characteristic microstructures and
properties of steels, Ti– 6Al–4V and high-entropy alloys. Sci Technol Adv Mater 18(1):584–610
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Balling
Increasing the laser power or decreasing the scanning speed /
layer thickness can be a remedy to reduce balling phenomena.

SEM images showing the balling characteristics of single scan tracks under
different scan speeds

SEM images showing the balling characteristics of single scan tracks under
different layer thicknesses

Li, R., Liu, J., Shi, Y. et al. Balling behavior of stainless steel and nickel powder during selective laser melting process. Int J Adv Manuf Technol 59, 1025–1035 (2012).
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00170-011-3566-1
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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COMPETENCE UNIT 27: Additive Manufacturing
with Steels feedstock (excluding Stainless Steel)
Cracking phenomena in parts processed by AM
• Common Defects
•
•
•
•

Porosity
Balling
Delamination
Cracking
•
•
•
•

Cold Cracking
Hot Cracking
Solid-State Cracking
Weldability

• How to avoid them after the process?
• Hot Isostatic Pressing

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Cracking in AM of Steels (Excluding Stainless Steels)
• Thanks to Additive Manufacturing, a layer-by-layer
fabrication is possible revolutionizing the
manufacturing industry due to its ability to obtain
near-net shape products with very complex
geometries, with a reduced lead time and with
almost no material waste.
• One of the very first applications of AM is tooling
with conformal cooling channels that can increase
the profits by up to 55 percent.
https://www.3dsystems.com/conformal-cooling

J.P. Oliveira, T.G. Santos, R.M. Miranda, Revisiting fundamental welding concepts to improve additive manufacturing: From theory to practice, Progress in
Materials Science, Volume 107, 2020, 100590, ISSN 0079-6425.
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Cracking in AM of Steels (Excluding Stainless Steels)
• AM is basically based on melting and solidification to ensure fusion of
metallic materials. This necessiates the use of fundamental knowledge
coming from the well established welding metallurgy and
technologies which are generated by decades of research.
• For example, cracking is observed in AM of steels (excluding stainless
steels) but it is not comprehensively studied to understand the details
such as which type, when, under what conditions, how to avoid them
properly (other than preheating), etc. Most of the studies is on fatigue
crack propagation in tool steels, HSS, etc.
• Thus, the experience in welding metallurgy can well be employed to
understand the AM processes and occurring cracking phenomenon
better as well as the implications on the microstructural features of
the produced parts, including the defect formation, especially cracking
issues.

https://www.thefabricator.com/thefabricator/article/laserweldin
g/welding-small-and-growing

J.P. Oliveira, T.G. Santos, R.M. Miranda, Revisiting fundamental welding concepts to improve additive manufacturing: From theory to practice, Progress in
Materials Science, Volume 107, 2020, 100590, ISSN 0079-6425.
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Cracking in AM of Steels (Excluding Stainless Steels)
• In multi-pass or multi-run welding (which is
representative of AM), microstructural refinement
is observed while the weld toughness is improved
and residual stresses are reduced.
• These results are mainly due to the following in
multi-pass welds:
• each subsequent thermal cycle makes the grains of the
previous weld metal finer;
• the previous pass pre-heats the subsequent pass and
reduces the cooling rate;
• subsequent thermal cycles has a potential to anneal
out residual stresses caused by previous passes.

Schematic representation of a multipass weld.
Numbers 1 to 6 represent the sequence of passes.
Dotted lines correspond to the heat affected zones
created by each pass. Zone A is reheated once (by
weld pass 2), whereas zone B is reheated twice (by
weld passes 2 and 3)
J.P. Oliveira, T.G. Santos, R.M. Miranda, Revisiting fundamental
welding concepts to improve additive manufacturing: From
theory to practice, Progress in Materials Science, Volume 107,
2020, 100590, ISSN 0079-6425.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Cracking in AM of Steels (Excluding Stainless Steels)
• During multi-pass welding, a small
portion of the reheated HAZ is only
subjected to high temperature peaks in
a subsequent pass.
• Therefore, the HAZ of the previous
passes is exposed to a mild post-weld
heat treatment as evident from the
given figure.
• It should be noted that some materials,
such as steels or aluminum alloys,
undergo reheat cracking. Therefore,
this effect is critical for printability.

Effect of multipass welding on the temperature profile in the heat
affected zone of a low carbon steel
Murugan S, Kumar PV, Raj B, Bose MSC. Temperature distribution during multipass
welding of plates. Int J Press Vessel Pip 1998;75:891–905. https://doi.org/
10.1016/S0308-0161(98)00094-5.

J.P. Oliveira, T.G. Santos, R.M. Miranda, Revisiting fundamental welding concepts to improve additive manufacturing: From heory to practice, Progress in Materials Science, Volume 107, 2020, 100590,
ISSN 0079-6425.
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Cracking in AM of Steels (Excluding Stainless Steels)
• Cracking in steels is associated with impurities, mainly sulphur and
phosphorus.
• Cracking is also promoted by carbon whereas manganese and silicon can
help to reduce the risk.
• High speed steels (e.g. M2), tool steels (e.g. H13, H11) are difficult to
weld steels and susceptible to cracking.

https://www.twi-global.com/technical-knowledge/job-knowledge/defects-solidification-cracking-044
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Cracking in AM of Steels (Excluding Stainless Steels)
• In welding, there are three main types of cracking observed in steel
components: hot cracking, cold cracking and solid state cracking.
• Not all of them are explicitly shown / addressed in AM.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Cracking in AM of Steels (Excluding Stainless Steels)
Cracking Types

Hot Cracking

Solidification
Cracking

Liquation
Cracking

Hydrogen
Induced
Cracking

Solid-State
Cracking

Reheat Cracking

Cucontamination
cracking
Lamellar
cracking

• Cold (hydrogen-induced) cracking occurs at or near
room temperature and is usually synonymous with
hydrogen - induced cracking.
• Hot cracking includes those cracking phenomena
associated with the presence of liquid in the system
and is localized in the fusion zone and partially melted zone region of the Heat Affected Zone
(HAZ).
• Solidification Cracking
• Liquation Cracking

• Solid State Cracking: There are a number of
cracking mechanisms that are associated with the
“true” HAZ or reheated weld metal.
•
•
•
•

Reheat and postweld heat treatment (PWHT) cracking
Ductility-Dip Cracking
Cu-contamination cracking (CCC)
Lamellar (or delamination) cracking

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Hot Cracking - Solidification Cracking
• Solidification cracking present in weld metals is a complex phenomenon
occurring in the fusion zone near the end of solidification.
• Solidification cracking, or hot cracking, is driven by a temperature
gradient and initiated by the interaction between metallurgical and
mechanical factors.
• Solidification microstructures are controlled by thermal metallurgical
interactions, such as phase transformations, whereas local stress and
strain behaviors are controlled by thermal-mechanical interactions.
• For solidification cracking to occur, the combination of mechanical
restraint (strain) and susceptible microstructure must be present.
• Similar to welding, solidification cracking in AM can be observed along
the grain boundaries of the build.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Hot Cracking - Solidification Cracking
• The schematic shows thermal-metallurgical factors which contribute to
solidification cracking in welding practices and which are also applicable to AM
fusion-based processes.

ASM Handbook Vol. 24 on Additive Manufacturing, Editor: David L. Bourell, William Frazier, Howard Kuhn, and Mohsen Seifi
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Hot Cracking - Solidification Cracking
• Cracks tend to form during the final solidification stages in
certain alloy systems. In this case, cracking starts after shrinkage
strains are accumulated along grain boundaries and
interdendritic regions with a liquid film.
• The main material properties affecting the cracking consist of
solidification temperature range (brittle temperature range) and
the interfacial liquid morphology at final solidification stages.
• A wide solidification temperature range makes alloys more
susceptible to solidification cracking than alloys that solidify over a
narrow temperature range.
• Because the accumulated thermal strain is proportional to the
temperature range.
• Compositional variations that contribute to lower eutectics lead to a
wider solidification temperature range.
• A wide solidification temperature range may also lead to a less
coherent dendritic structure during solidification. Thus, this would
result in the formation of shrinkage cracks due to the lack of liquid
backfilling.

HAZ liquation cracking showing crack with backfilled
liquid from fusion zone
Singh, S.; Andersson, J. Heat-Affected-Zone Liquation Cracking
in Welded Cast Haynes® 282®. Metals 2020, 10, 29.
https://doi.org/10.3390/met10010029

ASM Handbook Vol. 24 on Additive Manufacturing, Editor: David L. Bourell, William Frazier, Howard Kuhn, and Mohsen Seifi
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Hot Cracking - Solidification Cracking
• Backfilling is defined as the drawing of liquid through a
dendritic network to feed solidification shrinkage
• It is desired because it can usually avoid cracking during
solidification.
• Backfilling can be controlled by dendrite tortuosity (twisting
capability), liquid fraction, fluidity, and surface tension.
• An increased backfilling potential is seen at a lower surface
tension is low.
• Strains as a mechanical restraint may accumulate during
solidification and lead to the onset of cracking.
• The amount of strain that the liquid film will experience is
dependent on the solidification range and the cooling rate.
• Cracking occurs when the deformation curve intersects the
ductility curve for the alloy system, which is defined as the
critical strain value.

Schematic of the ductility curve, brittle temperature range (BTR),
and strain as a function of temperature. Cracking occurs when the
strain across the BTR (dε/dT) intersects the ductility curve
T. Senda, F. Matsuda, and G. Takano, Solidification Crack Susceptibility for Weld
Metals with the Trans-Varestraint Test, Part 2: Commercially Used Aluminum
and Aluminum Alloys, Yosetsu Gakkai-Shi, Vol 42 (No. 1), 1973, p 48–56

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Hot Cracking - Solidification Cracking
• An accurate thermal model was used
to determine the conditions that
result in a preferable elliptical shape
leading to no cracking and the model
was confirmed by experimental work.
• In this study, the fundamental factors
affecting solidification cracking as
given in the figure were taken into
account.
• Thermal diffusivity was found to be
an important consideration affecting
the weld pool shape and the cracking
behavior.

Fundamental factors affecting solidification cracking
G. Agarwal, A. Kumar, I.M. Richardson, M.J.M. Hermans, Evaluation of solidification cracking
susceptibility during laser welding in advanced high strength automotive steels, Materials &
Design, Volume 183, 2019, 108104, ISSN 0264-1275

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Hot Cracking - Liquation Cracking
• It is generally not very straightforward to distinguish two
categories of hot cracking:
• Both hot cracking mechanisms, i.e. solidification cracking and
liquation cracking, require the presence of liquid films.
• Solidification cracking: is related to the liquid remaining along
the GBs, or sometimes in the interdendritic regions, fails to
withstand the thermal stress in the final stage of solidification.
• Liquation cracking: when the thermal stress acts on the
intergranular liquid film that is formed by the re-melting of ascast constituents with low melting points.
• Liquation cracking, just as solidification cracking, is
intergranular but there is no dendritic structure on the cracked
surface.
• Not easy to distinguish these mechanisms especially in AM
because the thermal path can be very complex involving
melting, re-melting, partial re-melting, cyclic heat input, etc.

Morphology of liquation cracking in laser deposited IN718
Y. Chen, F. Lu, K. Zhang, P. Nie, S. R. E. Hosseini, K. Feng, Z. Li, P. K. Chu,
Investigation of dendritic growth and liquation cracking in laser melting
deposited Inconel 718 at different laser input angles, Materials & Design,
Volume 105, 2016, pp. 133-141, ISSN 0264-1275.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Hot Cracking - Liquation Cracking
• Liquation cracking is observed when the rapid heating
below the liquidus temperature creates incoming melting
of grain-boundary precipitates with low-melting
temperatures in the partially melted zone.
• The tensile stresses resulting from solidification shrinkage
rise during cooling leading to the cracking of the liquid film
around the carbides or other precipitates.
• This type of cracking can be prevented by minimizing the
difference between the liquidus and solidus temperatures
so that the melt-pool size and the alloy thermal expansion
coefficient are reduced.
• The non-metallic inclusions trapped at the grain
boundaries can also cause this type of cracking.
• Generally, austenitic stainless steels are more prone to
cracking than low-carbon steels. This is because of their
higher thermal expansion and lower thermal conductivity.

HAZ liquation cracking in Type 304L stainless steel
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN
978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.

ASM Handbook Vol. 24 on Additive Manufacturing, Editor: David L. Bourell, William Frazier, Howard Kuhn, and Mohsen Seifi
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Hot Cracking - Liquation Cracking
• Liquation cracking is observed when the rapid
heating below the liquidus temperature creates
incoming melting of grain-boundary precipitates
with low-melting temperatures in the partially
melted zone.
• The tensile stresses resulting from solidification
shrinkage rise during cooling leading to the
cracking of the liquid film around the carbides or
other precipitates.
• HAZ Liquation or Weld Liquation cracks can be
seen. Similar to HAZ liquation cracks, they form in
very close proximity to the fusion boundary. They
are most often observed in single-phase weld
metal of austenitic stainless steels and Ni-base
alloys.

HAZ liquation cracking in Type 304L stainless steel
Lippold JC, Varol I, Baeslack III WA. An investigation of heat-affected
zone liquation cracking in austenitic and duplex stainless steels.
Weld J 1992;71 (1):1s–14s.

ASM Handbook Vol. 24 on Additive Manufacturing, Editor: David L. Bourell, William Frazier, Howard Kuhn, and Mohsen Seifi
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Hot Cracking - Liquation Cracking
• Variables that influence the susceptibility to
liquation cracking
• Composition: simply reducing the level of
impurity elements in the base metal or weld
metal
• Grain Size: as the grain size increases, HAZ
liquation cracking susceptibility increases
• Base Metal Heat Treatment: Solution heat
treatment minimizes intrinsic restraint by
reducing the strength level of parent material
and dissolves particles which may liquate.
• Weld Heat Input: a steep temperature gradient in
the HAZ meaning a low weld heat input can
reduce the susceptibility due to minimizing the
extent of grain boundary melting in the HAZ

Schematic representation of the effect of grain size and
impurity content on HAZ cracking susceptibility
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN
978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Hot Cracking - Liquation Cracking
• For an HSLA steel, evidence of
resolidified liquid films can be seen
on the fracture surface. This alloy has
a wide liquation temperature range.
• To prevent liquation cracking, many
of the guidelines used to avoid weld
solidification cracking can be applied
to HAZ and weld metal liquation
cracking such as control of impurity
levels, minimizing grain size, reducing
restraint.

Fractography of HAZ liquation cracking: HSLA steel
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Solid-state Cracking
• Solid-state cracking originates from continuous heating and cooling of
various weldable metals and is identified as one of five types:
•
•
•
•
•

Ductility-dip cracking (DDC)
Reheat and postweld heat treatment (PWHT) cracking
Strain age cracking (SAC) – specific to nickel base alloys
Lamellar cracking (delamination)
Copper contamination cracking (CCC)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Solid-State Cracking - Ductility-dip Cracking
• Warm cracking occurs at
elevated temperatures where
liquid is not present
• Ductility dip found in some
materials may result in in
intergranular cracking.
• Ductility-dip cracking is
observed upon a sharp
reduction in ductility for copper,
aluminum, nickel, titanium, and
austenitic stainless steel alloys
at temperatures between Ts
(solidus temperature) and 0.5Ts.
• Therefore, it is not very relevant
to the scope of this course.

Tung, D., Rodelas, J., 2018, Weld Cracking Susceptibility of Materials Additively Manufactured by a Laser Powder
Bed Process, available at https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/1593650

J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Solid-State Cracking / Reheat Cracking
• Reheat cracking and stress relief cracking occur due to the post-weld heat
treatment or stress relief heat treatments following welding. Thus, it is
important for Additive Manufacturing.
• Such heat treatments are applied to temper the martensitic
microstructures or reduce residual stresses.
• Reheat cracking is also related to the solid-state cracking in multi-pass
welds. In this case, subsequent weld passes provide the reheating for the
previous ones.
• Relevance to steels: reheat cracking mechanism is most frequently
encountered in low alloy steels which contain secondary carbide formers
(Cr, Mo, and V) and form untempered martensite in the HAZ.
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Solid-State Cracking / Reheat Cracking
• In low-alloy steels, there are five
necessary conditions for reheat
cracking to occur:
• Elevated temperature thermal
excursion
• Carbide dissolution
• Residual stress
• Reheating into the critical
temperature range
• Creep or stress relaxation during
reheating

Schematic of thermal cycle associated with reheat cracking in low-alloy steels
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley &
Sons.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Solid-State Cracking / Reheat Cracking
• In low-alloy steels containing Cr, Mo, and V, the
reheat cracking mechanism is complicated and
depends on a number of compositional and
restraint-related variables.
• There is no single widely accepted mechanism for
reheat cracking. Moreover, it is considered that
depending on alloy type and impurity content, weld
thermal history, prior austenite grain size, and
PWHT conditions, the mechanism may vary.
• Widely accepted:
• Cracking is associated with the prior austenite grain
boundaries in the coarse grain HAZ
• Intragranular reprecipitation of carbides results in strain
localization at these grain boundaries during reheating.
• Cracking usually occurs in the HAZ of weldments rather
than in the weld metal.

The microstructure across the weld
Vuherer, Tomaž & Hlado, V. & Hutsaylyuk, Volodymyr &
Maruschak, Pavlo & Yasniy, P. & Gliha, V.. (2006). Crack emanation
from defects modeled by extremely small drilled holes in two
conditions. Proceedings of the XIII International Colloquium
"Mechanical Fatigue of Metals". 251-258.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Solid-State Cracking / Reheat Cracking
• Example of laser cladding: In this study by Lai et al.,
the effects of different cladding materials, processing
parameters and heating regimes were addressed on
the microstructural features and mechanical
properties of by using a hypereutectoid rail grade as
a substrate for railway applications.
• The cracking observed in some alloys is found to be
intergranular with typical characteristics of the
reheat cracking mechanism. This is commonly
observed for the Cr-Mo alloy steels with PWHT.
• This cracking can be attributed to the combined
influence of dilution effects from the high carbon rail
substrate, excessive cumulative heat during the laser
deposition, relaxation of residual stresses, etc.
• As expected, the cracking is not desired for the
utilization of the cladding process in railway
applications.

Micrographs showing typical cross sections of Stellite 6 deposits with (a) single
deposition and HTA (only preheating), (b) double deposition and HTA, (c) single
deposition and HTB (preheating+PWHT), and (d) double deposition and HTB
Quan Lai, Ralph Abrahams, Wenyi Yan, Cong Qiu, Peter Mutton, Anna Paradowska, Mehdi Soodi,
Xinhua Wu, Influences of depositing materials, processing parameters and heating conditions on
material characteristics of laser-cladded hypereutectoid rails, Journal of Materials Processing
Technology, Volume 263, 2019, Pages 1-20, ISSN 0924-0136.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Solid-State Cracking / Reheat Cracking
• Identifying Reheat Cracking
• Distinct characteristics allow reheat
cracking to be distinguished from
other forms of HAZ cracking in lowalloy steels such as:
• Compositional Effects:
• Low-alloy steels susceptible to reheat
cracking contain secondary carbideforming elements. The addition of Cr, Mo,
and V are most often associated with
reheat cracking.

• Metallographic
• Reheat cracking occurs along prior
austenite grain boundaries in the coarse
grain HAZ.
• The crack path has an intergranular
pattern.

Examples of reheat cracking. (a) 1Cr–
1Mo–0.35V steel and (b) A517F
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy
and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1,
John Wiley & Sons.
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Solid-State Cracking / Reheat Cracking
• Identifying Reheat Cracking
• Distinct characteristics allow reheat
cracking to be distinguished from
other forms of HAZ cracking in lowalloy steels such as:
• Fractographic:
• An IG fracture with flat and relatively
featureless grain faces is generally
associated with alloys failing at low
temperatures and/or including a relatively
high impurity content.
• The failure mode is generally a ductile IG
mode at higher temperatures (>500°C) or
at lower impurity contents.
Fracture appearance of reheat cracks in low-alloy steels. (a) Ductile intergranular
and (b) low ductility intergranular
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1,
John Wiley & Sons.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Solid-State Cracking / Reheat Cracking
• A considerable effort over many
decases has been spent to develop
test techniques to quantify
susceptibility to reheat cracking.
• As go/no-go tests, the Lehigh restraint
test, Y-groove test, modified implant
test, and BWRA test are most often
cited.
Effect of stress relief temperature on cracking susceptibility: The
Lehigh restraint test for the HAZ of A517
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.
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Solid-State Cracking / Reheat Cracking
How to prevention of reheat cracking?
• Composition control: Alloy selection is one of the options because reheat
cracking can be eliminated or minimized by using steels with reduced
susceptibility to reheat cracking. Yet, this may not be always an option.
Although decreasing the content of impurities may mostly improve
cracking resistance, only impurity control cannot ensure a resistance to
reheat cracking on its own.
• Effect of welding conditions: Increased grain sizes in HAZ is the one cause
for reheat cracking to occur. By reducing the grain size, the susceptibility to
reheat cracking can be minimized. Moreover, for low-alloy steels, the use
of pre-heating and high heat input can help.
• Control of residual stress: To control the residual stresses, preventive steps
include preheating, control of bead size and welding sequence.
https://www.onestopndt.com/blogs/reheat-cracking-in-low-alloy-and-stainless-steel
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Solid-State Cracking / Reheat Cracking
How to prevention of reheat cracking?
• Control of stress relaxation: Although there any residual stress present, it is possible to avoid the
formation of reheat cracks by managing the stress relaxation time. Since the carbide precipitation is at
higher temperature in stainless steel, it can be applied to austenitic stainless steel but this is not easy
for low alloy steel.
• Effect of stress concentration: Reducing the stress concentration area in the weldment like removing
sharp edges, blending toe and so on will help.
• Buttering: A resistant weld metal is applied to the susceptible base metal where the composition of
buttered layer is resistant to reheat cracking. Although it an effective method, it adds another
fabrication step increasing the fabrication costs.
https://www.onestopndt.com/blogs/reheat-cracking-in-low-alloy-and-stainless-steel

The buttering technique is used to provide good ductility in the weld
joint, possibly eliminating the need for post-weld heat treatment.
https://amarineblog.com/2019/09/06/buttering-vs-buildup-in-welding/
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Solid-State Cracking / Lameller Cracking
• In AM processes, lamellar cracking (LC) and Cu-contamination
cracking (CCC) have not yet been extensively explored.
• In welding, both cracks are encountered in the HAZ and have shown
detrimental effects on mechanical properties like other cracks.
• Lamellar cracking is dominantly observed in plain carbon or low-alloy
steels. This occurs provided that S and O are trapped in the solidifying
material and bond with other alloys to form intermetallic impurities.
• In contrast to LC, CCC is a consequence of liquid metal embrittlement
observed in steels and cobalt-base alloys due to copper
contamination.
ASM Handbook Vol. 24 on Additive Manufacturing, Editor: David L. Bourell, William Frazier, Howard Kuhn, and Mohsen Seifi
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Solid-State Cracking / Lameller Cracking
• LC is also known as lamellar tearing.
• Susceptibility to lamellar tearing is
primarily controlled by steel cleanliness.
• Impurities such as S and O can promote
the formation of intermetallic inclusions
during steel processing that serve as the
initiation sites for lamellar cracks.

Lamellar Tearing
https://www.pipingengineer.org/weld-imperfections-lamellar-tearing/

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Solid-State Cracking / Cu-contamination cracking
• Copper Contamination Cracking (CCC) is categorized as a solid-state
cracking type because the HAZ remains in the solid state and the
copper (or copper alloy) melts and penetrates the HAZ (or weld
metal) grain boundaries.

J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.
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Solid-State Cracking / Cu-contamination cracking
• In many of the documented cases of weld CCC, the source of the copper is from
weld fixturing used by most fabricators due to the high thermal conductivity (i.e.,
heat sinking) of copper and copper-base alloys. Other sources of copper are
contact tips for wire feeders, nozzles for delivery of shielding gas, and copper
tooling.
• Therefore, this is not very relevant for AM if the powder is not contaminated.

Schematic of the copper-contamination cracking mechanism.
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.
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held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Solid-State Cracking / Cu-contamination cracking
• Preventing CCC is usually quite straightforward
if the cracking mechanism is properly identified
and the source of copper is found.
• Copper added as an alloying element does not
cause CCC.

Materials susceptible or resistant to copper-contamination
cracking based on the spot Varestraint test
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 9781-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.

Copper infiltration along grain boundaries in the HAZ of a
carbon steel
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN
978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.
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Cold Cracking
• Cold cracking occurs when the metal structure is almost
cold.
• Usually not directly connected to welding
• A prime site of fatigue and brittle fracture initiation
• Delayed
• Characterized by a crack starting on the base material
and not on the weld as is the case with hot cracking.
• It is caused by the diffusion of hydrogen to the highly
stressed, hardened part of the weldment.

Heat Affected Zone Cold Cracking in Fillet Weld: Incomplete
penetration and uneven leg length has increased stresses in the
smaller leg
https://www.welderdestiny.com/cold-cracking.html

Cold crack or weld metal, hydrogen crack
http://www.steeldata.info/macro/demo/data/914.html
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Cold Cracking
• Either in the weld metal or in the heat
affected zone (HAZ) under or beside the
bead.
• The phenomenon occurs as a result of the
coexistence of the following:
• Brittle microstructure
• Tension stress (shrinkage upon cooling)
• Diffused H2 in sufficient concentration

• The elimination or the reduction of these
factors noticeably reduce the cold cracking
propensity.

Cold cracking causes
http://www.sodel.com/medias/iw/cold-cracking-of-welds-sodel.pdf
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Cold Cracking in AM of Nickel Superalloys
• In welding, the effect of hydrogen on the cracking process:
• Decomposition of the moisture and formation of hydrogen ions,
dissolution of hydrogen ions in the molten weld pool,
accumulation and saturation of the residual hydrogen in the
solidified structure
• Hydrogen diffusing through the cooled structure from the welded
joint to the HAZ
• Diffused hydrogen ions continue to accumulate and to gather
around stress concentrator zones before combining to form gas
molecules. The hydrogen gas reaching a critical concentration
starts to alter the atomic cohesive force in the metal and to initiate
the crack from the pre-existing defects or micro-cracks.
• The tensile stress intensity and the form of such microdefects
determine the speed at which the crack propagates in the
structure. Cold cracks may appear in the weld metal in the HAZ
following several directions.

Frequent locations of cold cracks in groove and fillet welds
http://www.sodel.com/medias/iw/cold-cracking-of-welds-sodel.pdf
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Cold Cracking
• Hydrogen cracking in steels may occur in both the weld metal and the
HAZ, although it is most prevalent in the HAZ due to the combination
of microstructure and tensile restraint that exists in this region of the
weld. The composition and microstructure of the weld metal can
usually be controlled to minimize or eliminate hydrogen cracking.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Cold Cracking
• In welding, depending on the specific composition of the alloy and the welding
process/parameters, a wide variety of weld microstructures can exist in C–Mn and lowalloy steels.
• In general, it is needless to say that hard and/or brittle microstructures are the most
susceptible to hydrogen cracking.
• These microstructures generally form due to rapid cooling.
• In welding, fast cooling rates are the result of low heat input welding processes, low
preheat and/or interpass temperatures and thick section sizes. In AM, rapid cooling is a
characteristic and inherent to the process but can be reduced by preheating.
• The cooling rate in the range from 800 to 500°C is the most critical for most of the steels.
• This is so because the range over which austenite transforms to lower temperature
transformation products.
• t8–5, which is the time to cool through this range is usually employed to understand the
cooling rate.
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.
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Cold Cracking
• The effect of cooling rate
from the upper critical
temperature to room
temperature on the
microstructure generated in
a plain-carbon AISI 1040 is
demonstrated by
the continuous cooling
transformation (CCT)
diagrams.
Continuous cooling transformation diagram for AISI 1040
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley &
Sons.
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Cold Cracking
Relative ranking of HIC susceptibility according to microstructure

J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.
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Cold Cracking
• In addition to the cooling rate, the alloy
composition controls the microstructure and
hardness of the steels.
• As shown, the carbon content has the strongest
influence on hardness.
• Other alloying elements also affect the
hardenability of the steel.
• Hardenability can be defined as a concept
estimating the ease of forming martensite.
• The ability to predict if martensite will form is
critical to determine an alloy’s susceptibility to
HIC because itis the most susceptible
microstructure to HIC.
• The martensite hardness is dictated almost fully
by the carbon content of the steel.

Relationship between hardness and carbon content
Zhang, Leo & Rong, Yiming & Purushothaman, R. & Kang, Jin-wu. (2007).
Microstructure and property predictions by using a heat-treatment planning
system, CHT-q/t. ASM International - 24th Heat Treating Society Conference
2007, Driving the Engines of Change in Manufacturing.
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Cold Cracking
• The Carbon equivalent (CE) formulae are utilized to predict
susceptibility to cold cracking.

• The higher the value of CE, the more susceptible the steel is to HIC.
• There is not a single CE formula that can be used for all steels.
• The IIW (International Institute of Welding) CE formula is the most
widely used one due to the fact that it can be generally applied to
most plain-carbon and C–Mn steels.
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.
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Cold Cracking
• In welding, almost all cold cracks initiate at stress concentrations.
• The susceptibility of steels to hydrogen cracking severely depends on
the temperature. At temperatures above 200°C, the hydrogen can
readily diffuse and the fracture toughness of the microstructure
increases. Thus, hydrogen cracks are less likely to form.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Cold Cracking
• The most distinguishing feature between reheat cracks and hydrogen cracks is generally the tendency
for HIC cracks to have a transgranular mode or a mixed IG/transgranular mode.

Examples of (a) intergranular and (b) transgranular HIC
J.C. Lippold, 2015, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability, ISBN 978-1-118-23070-1, John Wiley & Sons.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Cold Cracking
• How to avoid HIC?
• CE METHOD (per British Standard BS 5135 which is
superseeded by BS EN 1011 Welding Recommendations for
welding of metallic materials. General guidance for arc
welding)
• This method contains a number of charts that allow for
determination of the preheat temperature that will avoid HIC.
• Determine the CE for the material using the CEIIW formula
• Estimate or measure the diffusible hydrogen content of the weld
deposit and rate the hydrogen level
• Calculate the heat input (in kJ/mm) using

• Based on the weld heat input, plate thickness, hydrogen level, and
CE, determine the preheat temperature using the appropriate
chart.
BS 5135:1984 Specification for arc welding of carbon and carbon manganese steelsc
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Preheat charts for
use with the CE
method. (a) Low CE
and (b)
intermediate CE

Cold Cracking
• How to avoid HIC?
• CE METHOD (per British Standard BS 5135
which is superseeded by BS EN 1011 Welding
Recommendations for welding of metallic
materials. General guidance for arc welding)

J.C. Lippold, 2015,
Welding Metallurgy and
Weldability, ISBN 978-1118-23070-1, John Wiley
& Sons.

https://weldinganswers.com/using-the-carbon-equivalent-method-to-determineweldability-of-steels/
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Types of Weldability Test Techniques
• Weldability testing is commonly employed to
understand the fabricability of materials by various
welding processes and to identify the service
performance of welded construction.
• Depending on the certain types of weld cracking,
the weldability tests shall be selected.
• The Varestraint test is widely used to assess
solidification and liquation cracking susceptibility.
• Several weldability tests for other forms of cracking
have been addressed including reheat, ductility
dip, strain age, relaxation, and hydrogen-induced
cracking (HIC).

Summary of weldability tests covered under ISO standards 17641 and 17642
Welding Metallurgy and Weldability of Nickel-Base Alloys, by John N. DuPont, John
C. Lippold, and Samuel D. Kiser Copyright © 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

• Yet, standardization is a bottleneck. ISO 17641 and
17642 provide procedures for hot cracking and
cold cracking tests, respectively.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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The Varestraint Test
• The variable restraint, or Varestraint test: simple,
augmented strain-type test that would isolate the
metallurgical variables that cause hot cracking
• There are three basic types of Varestraint tests.
• The concept of maximum crack distance (MCD) to
allow more accurate determination of the cracking
temperature range
• The strain to initiate cracking (threshold strain)
used to quantify cracking susceptibility: the level of
strain above which MCD does not change.
Different types of Varestraint tests
Welding Metallurgy and Weldability of Nickel-Base Alloys, by
John N. DuPont, John C. Lippold, and Samuel D. Kiser Copyright
© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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The Transvarestraint test
• A modified Varestraint Test for quantifying weld solidification cracking susceptibility
• Above a critical strain level, the MCD does not increase with increasing strain (saturated strain).

• An MCD versus strain plot can be generated to identify the threshold strain for cracking to occur and
the saturated strain above which the MCD does not increase.
• Most stainless steels and Ni - base alloys: saturated strain levels between 3% and 7%.

Schematic of the
Transvarestraint test for
evaluating weld solidification
cracking susceptibility
Finton , T. 2003 . Standardization
of the Transvarestraint test . M.S.
Thesis, The Ohio State University

Maximum crack distance in the
fusion zone versus applied
strain during Transvarestraint
testing
Welding Metallurgy and
Weldability of Nickel-Base Alloys,
by John N. DuPont, John C. Lippold,
and Samuel D. Kiser Copyright ©
2009 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Modified Cast Pin Tear Test
• Developed to evaluate the solidification cracking
susceptibility of a wide range of stainless steel
compositions.
• Small samples of the desired composition levitation
melted and poured into molds and allowed to solidify.
• By controlling the length and width of the molds, the
restraint in could be varied.
• A relationship between pin length and onset of cracking
was used to determine cracking susceptibility.
• A modified version of the CPT test to evaluate the weld
solidification cracking susceptibility of a number of Ni base alloys.
• A major advantage of the modified CPT test is that very
little material is required to determine cracking
susceptibility.
Hull FC. Cast-pin tear test for susceptibility to hot cracking. Weld J 1959;38 (4):176s–181s.
DuPont, J.N., Lippold, J.C., Kiser, S., 2009, Welding Metallurgy and Weldability of Nickel‐Base Alloys, ISBN:
9780470087145, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

a Copper–beryllium mold and cast pin in the Ohio State University
CPTT. b Cracking in the last portion of solidifying metal next to the pin
head in 44.45 mm (1.75 in.) long cast pin of filler metal ERNiCrFe-13
Alexandrov, B. & Lippold, J.. (2013). Use of the cast pin tear test to study
solidification cracking. Welding in the World. 57. 10.1007/s40194-013-0061-3.
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The Sigmajig Test
• Developed in order to evaluate the
solidification and liquation cracking
susceptibility of thin sheet materials.
• Small samples clamped in a fixture and a
stress applied across the sample using a
strain-gaged bolt loading arrangement.
• Increasing stress levels are applied until
through-thickness cracking is observed.
• This test is most useful for assessing weld
solidification cracking.

Testing and evaluation procedure for the Sigmajig test
Goodwin , G. M. 1987 . Development of a New Hot - Cracking Test —
The Sigmajig , Welding Journal , 66 ( 2 ): 33 - s – 38 - s .

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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The Hot Ductility Test
• Elevated temperature ductility can provide some
indication of a material’s weldability, since cracking
is usually associated with an exhaustion of available
ductility.
• Most hot ductility testing involves both heating and
cooling tests.
• The most widely used test machine: Gleeble
developed at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI)
• Quench systems available for accelerated cooling;
heating rates up to 10,000 °C/s and mechanically
testing samples at any point along the programmed
thermal cycle.

https://www.gleeble.com/500-series.html

Nippes , E.F. and Savage , W.F. 1955 . An investigation of the hot ductility of high - temperature alloys , Welding Journal , 34 ( 4 ): 183s – 196s
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The Hot Ductility Test
• Hot ductility testing determines a
ductility character including distinct
features for a material.
• When ductility is measured on
heating, most materials will exhibit
an increase in ductility with
increasing temperature followed by
a fairly abrupt drop.
Typical hot ductility curve for steels
B.Mintz, “The Influence of Composition on the Hot Ductility of
Steels and to the Problem of Transverse Cracking,” ISIJ
International, 39 (9) (1999), 833–855.
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COMPETENCE UNIT 27: Additive Manufacturing
with Steels feedstock (excluding Stainless Steel)
Cracking phenomena in parts processed by AM
• Common Defects
•
•
•
•

Porosity
Balling
Delamination
Cracking
•
•
•
•

Cold Cracking
Hot Cracking
Solid-State Cracking
Weldability

• How to avoid them after the process?
• Hot Isostatic Pressing

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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How to eliminate AM-related defects?
• After AM processes, hot isostatic pressing (HIP) is commonly employed to
eliminate micro-cracks and to improve the strength-ductility trade-off.
• This process is capable of closing almost all internal micro-cracks and gas-free
micro-pores by applying high temperature and high pressure. The gas-filled
residual pores cannnot be eliminated by HIP processing.
• Issues like residual stresses, internal porosity, heterogenous and anisotropic
microstructure can be addressed.
• Loss of strength but increase in ductility (generally), fatigue life, fracture
toughness and creep properties are observed.

Sukhdeep Singh & Joel Andersson (2018) Hot cracking in cast alloy 718, Science and Technology of Welding and Joining, 23:7, 568-574, DOI: 10.1080/13621718.2018.1429238
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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How to eliminate AM-related defects?
• Post-process HIP has been used to relieve residual stress and to reduce
porosity in the as-built part.
• It should be noted that HIP is highly dependent on the as-built
microstructure as well as the additional heat treatments that may be
performed before or after HIP.
• The goals of HIP may include reduction of voids, to reduce scatter in
obtained properties, improved reliability, and extended service life.
• In the HIP process, a high isostatic pressure gas is applied to the surface
skin of the component at a temperature below the solidus. The selected
HIP temperature shall be high enough to maximize plastic flow to enhance
atom/vacancy diffusion to heal the internal porosity and/or cracks.
• A pore will first shrink with plastic flow and then by diffusional
mechanisms.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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How to eliminate AM-related defects?
• The thermomechanical process is able to collapse the gas-filled
internal voids only when the equilibrium pressure of the entrapped
gas equals the applied HIP pressure.
• It should be kept in mind that for some cases, subsequent heat
treatments after HIP may result in pore re-growth.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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How to eliminate AM-related defects?
• In the study by Asberg et al., the effect of HIP was addressed after
SLM.
• As the graph shows, HIP followed by a heat treatment resulted in
the highest strength and ductility. Moreover, this combination also
has the lowest scatter in elongation to fracture, due to reduction
of porosity.
• Microstructure after this treatment wasalso found to be similar to
the conventional one and consisted of tempered martensite and
carbides.
• HIP promotes minimizing lack of fusion defects and can be
efficiently used to improve the mechanical properties of AM H13
tool steel.
M. Åsberg, G. Fredriksson, S. Hatami, W. Fredriksson, P. Krakhmalev, Influence of post treatment on microstructure, porosity and mechanical
properties of additive manufactured H13 tool steel, Materials Science and Engineering: A, Volume 742, 2019, Pages 584-589, ISSN 0921-5093
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How to eliminate AM-related defects?
• In the study by AlMangour et al., a
composite structure from TiB2/H13
steel was fabricated using the LPBF
process mixed with a ratio of 85:15.
• As a result of this study, it was
confirmed the HIP post-treatment
as an effective method to remove
major pores, fusion defects, and
large-scale internal porosity even
from worst-case components
produced with non-optimized
conditions.
• However, surface and gas-filled
pores were observed to be
retained.

Low-magnification SEM images showing the characteristic morphologies of unetched
SLM-processed nanocomposites (A) before HIP treatment; and (B) after
HIPtreatment. The inset in the upper-right corner shows unmelted powder particles
in the sample without HIP treatment.
Bandar AlMangour, Dariusz Grzesiak, Jenn-Ming Yang, Selective laser melting of TiB2/H13 steel
nanocomposites: Influence of hot isostatic pressing post-treatment, Journal of Materials Processing
Technology, Volume 244, 2017, Pages 344-353, ISSN 0924-0136.
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How to eliminate AM-related defects?
• In the study of Sridar et al., a novel post-heat treatment design has been
applied for LBPF copper-bearing high-strength low-alloy (HSLA) steel by
understanding the processing-structure-property relationships as shown.
• Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) after the SLM is used to reduce the porosity
from 3% to less than 1%.

As-polished surfaces of (a) as-built and (b) HIP HSLA steels
viewed using optical microscopy
Soumya Sridar, Yunhao Zhao, Kun Li, Xin Wang, Wei Xiong, Post-heat
treatment design for high-strength low-alloy steels processed by laser
powder bed fusion, Materials Science and Engineering: A, Volume 788,
2020, 139531, ISSN 0921-5093.
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How to eliminate AM-related defects?
• In the study by Geenen, processing of highspeed steel by SLM has successfully been
carried out with low porosity. It was found
that preheating temperatures of 200 °C or
300 °C were necessary for low crack density.
• The microstructures were also compared to
conventionally manufactured and heat-treated
(quenched and tempered) bulk material (cast
or HIP-densified condition).
• HIP leads to a completely different
microstructure.
Overview of the microstructure (etched) of the M3:2 high-speed steel samples investigated in the SLMdensified, cast, and HIP-densified conditions in the initial state and with different heat treatments (SLM:
tempering with and without prior quenching, cast and HIP: tempering with prior quenching).
Karina Geenen, Arne Röttger, Florian Feld, Werner Theisen, Microstructure, mechanical, and tribological properties of
M3:2 high-speed steel processed by selective laser melting, hot-isostatic pressing, and casting, Additive Manufacturing,
Volume 28, 2019, Pages 585-599, ISSN 2214-8604.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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How to eliminate AM-related defects?
• In order to minimize cracking in tool
steels such as H11 and H13, it is
recommended to dry the powders
before using them in AM.
• «The machine is expected to enable
users to correct the fluctuating
quality of powder shipped from
powder manufacturers, significantly
improves powder flowability, and can
be used for all inorganic powder
materials.»
https://www.metal-am.com/kolibri-powder-drying-system-to-minimise-crackingin-am-parts/
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Summary - Highlights
• Steels can be processed in fusion AM processes to almost full relative
density. A small volume fraction of process-typical defects such as
pores remains in the microstructure. Some grades, especially carbonbearing tool steels, require pre-heating of the substrate plate to
achieve crack-free part.
• Similar to ductility, also the fatigue strength depends mostly on
surface and internal defects. Samples tested with as-produced surface
conditions usually show a poor fatigue life. Post-treatments such as
hot isostatic pressing and surface machining considerably improve
fatigue properties. In some cases, thus-treated specimens show a
comparable fatigue life as conventionally-produced specimens.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Thank you!
Dr. Evren Yasa
Eyasa@ogu.edu.tr
Eskisehir Osmangazi University
Mechanical Engineering
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